
Katie James’ Model UN Speech Cheat Sheet 

Below are a compilation of speech phrases and transitions you can use to help you 
in giving a speech. Remember that all speeches begin with… 

Thank you honorable chair, fellow delegates, 

 

Then, refer to your country: 

The Swiss Confederation 

 

When making a motion…      

The next thing you should say is the specific motion you are making, e.g.: 

 Moves to suspend the meeting for the purpose of a ____ (time) ____(action)  
 Moves to set the agenda at 2,1,3   
 Moves to set the speaker’s time at 90 seconds 

 

When giving a policy speech… 

The next thing you should mention is: 

1. A compelling quote or statistic 
2. The “big” idea of the committee at the time. Is it setting the agenda? Is it 

discussing topic 1?  
3. Evidence as to the importance of this issue 
4. Your policy recommendations (3PP) 
5. Compelling quote 
6. Ending Phrase, such as: 

 [Your State] is looking forward to the work of the committee 
 [Your State] is pleased with the progress of the committee 
 If you have any questions, please send us a note 

Things to Remember: 

Introduction of 3PP: State the name of each point before you start to explain. 

Please refrain from using personal pronouns. No I, we, my 

As soon as you get called upon, start writing your speech. The topic you prepared 
may have passed, so pay attention for the flow of the debate. 

Please bring a note pad, pens and notecards to help prepare. 



It may be useful for each delegate to create his or her own speech, one that you feel 
comfortable with.  

Go over the name of your president, words that are useful in your topic and your 
3PP. Re-read your quotes before speaking so you are comfortable.  

Make sure to speak slowly, clearly and also stand still as you speak. Don’t touch your 
hair, legs, face or shake.  

Refer to the conference website to read the Rules of Procedure to familiarize 
yourself with delegate behavior. 

 

 

 

 


